THE TRUTH ABOUT HEAT THIS SUMMER
In the last 7 and 30 days, there were more US record lows than highs. The heat wave in what has
been a cool and wet spring and summer was intense but brief and mainly notable for the elevated
nighttime temperatures. That nighttime warmth is consistent with the very wet first 6 months of
2019. Water vapor is by volume by far the most significant and potent greenhouse gas. Note the
large number under HIGH MIN the last 30 days. There were also more DAILY and MONTHLY
record lows than highs year to date.

For all-time records - year to date there were more than 3 times as many all time record lows than
highs

The last 4 months have been colder than normal for much of the United States and Canada.

As for Europe's heat, it was a surge of Sahara air ahead of a eastern Atlantic trough in a pattern
that was very amplified for this time of year (characteristic of cooler regimes earlier this century).

Indeed all the continental all-time records were long ago (source WMO). Europe’s all-time heat
record was in 1977 (also very hot in the summer in the US but surrounded by two brutal winters
that had the media talking ice age). The heat wave of 2003 had a similar jet stream scenario.
Though proclaimed to be the new climate norm, they had to wait 16 years to see it repeat.

Climatologist Dr. John Christy shows heat has been declining since the 1930s.

The politically driven NCA boondoggle produced a chart that finessed the issue by doing a ratio of
heat records to cold records. Both are declining but nighttime lows are elevated by the urban heat
island as most stations are now city or airport and so the record lows have declined faster.

	
  

